
 

 
 

Jonnie Case 
Avid Offline Editor 
 

Profile 
Jonnie is an experienced and confident editor with a particular talent of being able to pick out and 
realise the narrative from heaps of rushes. He is very easy to work with, open and  good at 
communicating with people on all levels and working together as a team. Jonnie has a brilliant sense 
of humor, he can also produce in the edit having been entrusted to work  on his own.  He excels in ob 
doc and factual but has also worked on a lot of entertainment, he enjoys the variety his freelance 
career brings him. 
 

Credit List 
 
“Painting Birds with Jim and Nancy Moir” 1 x 60min. Ep 3. A new comedic ornithological series 
following prolific artist Jim and his wife Nancy as they explore some of Britain’s best beauty spots, 
joined along the way by a few famous friends. Their challenge? Create an original piece of bird art 
celebrating the unique species native to that region over the course of a weekend. 
Exec Producers: Danny Carvalho & Sadia Butt 
Drum Studios for Sky Arts 
 
“South Korea with Alexander Armstrong“ 1 x 60min. Ep 3. Alexander Armstrong embarks on an epic 
journey across one of the most influential countries on earth. It’s emerged from the ashes of a terrible 
twentieth century to be the 10th biggest economy in the world.  In the final leg of his adventure, 
Armstrong heads to the bustling port of Busan.  
Exec Producers: Louise McGregor and Clive Tulloh 
Burning Bright Productions for Channel 5 
 
“Myths and Legends with Jonathon Ross” 1 x 60min. Mythical mysteries and local legends have 
existed across the British Isles for centuries. Jonathan Ross leads an adventure to uncover these 
fantastic fables journeying across the UK from epic landmarks to mighty castles and historic pubs and 
meeting local folk in a bid to understand how these legends once lived and breathed. 
Exec Producer: Liz Mills  
Captive Minds for More4 
 
“The Unofficial Science of Home Alone“ 1 x 60min comedy entertainment show. Multi-camera studio 
and on location with James Acaster and Guz Khan who investigate the booby traps from the 
film Home Alone. Also features Alex Brooker who chats to some of the cast and stuntmen. 
Exec Producer: Gregor Lauder 
Naked for Sky Max / Now 
 
“Cannon Hall - Farm Through Time” Episode “A Farm Through Time – WW2”. 1 x 60min. Spin off from 
the popular Springtime on the Farm, the series looks at Cannon Hall Farm through different periods in 
history. This episode focuses on WW2 and how the farm would have looked like and worked during 
that time.  
Exec Producer: Dean Palmer 
Daisybeck Studios for Channel 5 
 
 

https://www.comedy.co.uk/people/james_acaster/
https://www.comedy.co.uk/people/guz_khan/
https://www.comedy.co.uk/people/alex_brooker/


“Should I buy an Electric Car?” 1 x 60min. Alexis Conran takes a close look at electric cars and answers 
all of the concerns that drivers considering making the jump from gasoline to electric have. 
Exec Producer: Tom Porter 
Brite Spark Films for Channel 5 
 
“The Big Design Challenge” 1 x 60min. Comptetion series hosted by Lauren Laverne, Eight top 
creatives battle it out over five episodes to be crowned Britain’s next design superstar.  
Exec Producer: Ian Sharpe 
Somethin' Else Productions for Sky Arts 
 
“Warships: Life at Sea” Series 1 & 3. 2 x 60min. Observational Documentary.  Prime-time 
documentary series chronicling life on board British Navy aircraft carriers during a four-month 
deployment at sea.  
Exec Producer: Mark Tattersall 
Art Lab Films for Channel 5 
 
“Gino’s Italian Family Adventure” Episode 6. 1 x 30min. Culinary travelogue in which Gino D’Acampo 
takes his family on a personal adventure into the roots of his upbringing and his passion for food. In 
this episode, Gino takes his wife on a romantic getaway to re-propose. 
Exec Producer: Lisa Edwards & Tom Willis 
Studio Ramsay for ITV 

 
“D Day Remembered: Minute by Minute” 2 x 60min. 2-part historical documentary, interspersed with 
archive footage and interviews from survivors and their families, retelling the events of 6th June 1944. 
In this series, the first 24 crucial hours of this incredible story is told – minute by minute – by the last 
surviving men who witnessed the horrors and victory unfold. 
Exec Producer: Oliver Wright 
Director: Graham Cooper 
Viacom Studios UK for Channel 5 
 
“Around the World by Train with Tony Robinson” 1 x 60min. Sir Tony Robinson takes a whirlwind 
journey around the globe, jumping on and off trains to find adventure and face challenges, while 
exploring the history and culture of each place he visits. 
Exec Producer: Chris Parkin 
Rumpus Media for Channel 5 
 
“The Planes that Built Britain” 1 x 60min. Documentary with archive and expert interviews about the 
most innovative war planes in Britain’s aviation history. 
Exec Producer: Chris Parkin 
October Films for Channel 5 
 
“A Week to Beat the World” 2 x 15min. British kids see if they can beat kids from other countries at 
their own national sports. 
Exec Producer: Ben Jessop 
Rumpus Media for CBBC 
 
“Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest Airport” 1 x 60min. Documentary series following a handful of the 
nearly 77,000 colleagues that work on the airfield and in the terminals, and who are now more than 
ever trying to keep Heathrow in prime position as No 1 spot in Europe. 
Raw for ITV 
 
“Cruising with Jane McDonald” 1 x 60min. BAFTA Award Winning series. Series 5, Ep 3. Jane 
McDonald is back– taking her audience with her on the high seas to explore the cruising life. There’s a 
cruise for everyone, and Jane is not going to stop until she has explored them all. 
Elephant House for Channel 5 
 
 



“Wild Escapes” Fact Ent Pilot. Anita Rani and JJ Charmers go on a visually spectacular adventure 
across the Dolomites in Northern Italy. Looking at the historical, cultural and gastronomic aspects of 
this region. 
Remarkable TV for BBC Two 
 
"Joel and Nish vs The World" 1 x 60min. Joel Dommett and Nish Kumar travel to China to discover if a 
western man (as in Joel) is as tough and can even out tough a Kung Fu master. They learn how the 
physicality of the martial art can test Joel's fitness to its maximum, and if the modern western ways of 
fitness and training can out do the thousands of years of The Chinese martial art. 
Rumpus Media for Comedy Central and BBC Worldwide  
 
“Save Money Good Health” Consumer health show testing shop-bought health products and 
remedies. 
Two Four Productions for ITV 
 
“Freddie Fries Down Under” 2 x 60min. Freddie Flintoff and Rob Penn once again test their 
relationship while barbecuing their way around Australia and attempting to immerse themselves in 
Aussie culture. 
Plum Pictures for Sky One 
 
“Man vs Expert” 1 x 60min Factual Entertainment.  Everyday people take on experts with help from 
part-hustler, part-magician host Alexis Conran.  
Magnum Media for Discovery 
 
“Portrait Artist of the Year” 3 x 60min. Factual Entertainment show presented by Joan Bakewell and 
Frank Skinner.  Sky Arts, the British Library and the National Portrait Gallery come together in this 
series to discover the UK’s best portrait painter.  
Storyvault /Sky Arts for Sky One 
 
“The Wine Show” Series 1, 2 & 3. Mathew Goode and Mathew Rhys / James Purefoy go on a road trip 
to explore the exciting and extraordinary world of wine like no other TV show before!  
Jura Productions for ITV / Hulu /Channel 5 
 
“Breaking Magic” Series 2. 30min Factual Entertainment Series.  Magicians from around the world 
explore physics, chemistry and biology that make illusions possible.  
Objective Productions for Discovery 
 
“Jamie’s Money Saving Meals” 4 x 60min Cookery Entertainment.  Avid Offline (international re-
versioning).  
Fresh One for International Broadcast 
 
“Call Nanny Mewes” 1 x 60min Factual Entertainment Pilot.  This programme follows the author of 
‘The Three Day Nanny’ Kathryn Mewes, as she creates a tailor-made approach to changing family life 
forever and for the better.  
Liberty Bell for Channel 4 
 
“Secret Eaters” 1 x 60min Factual Entertainment.  Presented by Anna Richardson, Secret Eaters 
scrutinizes the eating habits of overweight families by putting them under 24 hour camera 
surveillance. These families can't understand why their diets are out of control- they think they are 
eating healthily but the cameras reveal their secret eating habits.   
Endemol UK for Channel 4 
 
“Incredible Edibles” Series 1 & 2. 6 x 30min Children’s Cookery Entertainment.  From cooking with a 
JCB, sampling braised duck tongues and uncovering exactly what goes into an everyday hotdog, to 
engineering a baking powder powered rocket. 
Objective Productions for CBBC 
 
 



“Dara O’Briain’s School of Hard Sums” 45min Comedy Panel Show Series.  Based on the Japanese 
comedy panel-show “Comăneci University Mathematics” – starring the legendary Beat Takeshi. Dara 
takes on the role of Takeshi and puts his mathematical prowess to the test against his fellow 
panelists.  Fine cutting. 
Wild Rover for Dave 
 
“The Secrets Of Everything” 6 x 30min Factual Entertainment.  Greg Foot sets out to answer the big 
questions about life, the universe... and everything.  
BBC Three 
 
“Four Weddings” 1 x 30min Factual Entertainment.  Four Weddings sees four brides-to-be put their 
special day under scrutiny, inviting three rival brides to critique their nuptials, all in a bid to win every 
newlywed’s dream prize – a luxury honeymoon.  
ITV for Sky Living 
 
“Help! My House Is Infested” 1 x 60min Factual Entertainment.  In this one-off special Sarah Beeny 
and a team of expert pest-busters rescue homeowners suffering from serious cases of infestation. 
Redhouse TV for Channel 4 
 
“Nigella’s Kitchen” 1 x 60min. Nigella Lawson returns to BBC Two for a dazzling new series that shows 
viewers how to make easy, fast and fabulous recipes.  
Pacific for BBC Two 
 
“Wedding House” 1 x 60min. Factual Entertainment Series.  Couples at Wedding House have all the 
stress and worry of the big day removed from their shoulders as a stylist, planner and team of 
wedding experts use their creativity, resourcefulness and amazing skills to make their dreams come 
true.  
Betty TV for Channel 4 
 
“Grouchy Young Men” 7 x 60min Comedy Entertainment.  Proving that grumpiness is by no means a 
state of being confined to just the oldies these twenty to thirty-something men have a catalogue of 
complaints that make them mad as hell, from today’s unfathomable hunger for fame to the minefield 
of modern dating. 
Liberty Bell for Comedy Central 
 
“Great British Menu” 3 x 30min. The nation’s top chefs battle it out in the ultimate cookery contest.  
Optomen for BBC Two 
 
“Gastronuts” 1 x 30min Children’s Cookery Entertainment.  Food fanatic Stefan Gates and his intrepid 
Gastronuts go on wild culinary adventures to discover the truth about how we eat, what we eat and 
where it comes from.  
Objective for CBBC 
 
“Zero To Hero” 1 x 30min Reality Entertainment Series.  Two man-on-the-street contestants compete 
to develop the extraordinary powers of a superhero.  
Talkback Thames for Channel 4 
 
“Heston Blumenthal: In Search of Perfection” 1 x 60min Cookery Entertainment.  Chef Heston 
Blumenthal turns his attention to the nation's traditional dishes, in order to unlock their inherent 
perfection.  
BBC Two 
 
“Property Snakes & Ladders” Various 60min Factual Entertainment.  Sarah Beeny follows ordinary 
people who take on extraordinary development projects in a wickedly unforgiving property market.  
Talkback Thames for Channel 4 
 
 
 



“Project Catwalk” 60min Reality Entertainment Series.  Series that sees twelve talented and hungry 
fashion designers compete for the opportunity of a lifetime; a chance to have their collection shown 
at London Fashion Week.  
Shine for Sky One 
 
“Surveillance City” 2 x 30min Factual Entertainment.  Using film, news archives and personal 
anecdotes from law enforcers and law breakers, each program shows how new technologies 
dominate crime detection. 
Flame TV for ITV 
 
“Scrapheap Challenge” 1 x 60min Factual Entertainment.  Teams compete each week to construct a 
junk machine, using only what they can scavenge from the scrapheap. Every series builds to a final 
contest - and the crowning of a champion team.  
RDF for Channel 4 
 
“Rogue Traders” VT Inserts - Consumer Affairs.  Consumer show exposing businesses and individuals 
giving customers a raw deal.  
BBC for BBC One 
 
“Men Are Better Than Women” 2 x 30min Factual Entertainment.  A team of men and a team of 
women are set a gender-based task to be judged by experts. Each week the result will answer the 
age-old question - are men really better than women?  
12 Yard for Discovery Europe 
 
“Location Revisited” 2 x 30min Factual Entertainment.  Kirstie & Phil revisit properties purchased in 
original series ‘Location, Location, Location’.   
IWC Media for Channel 4 
 
“SAS: Are You Tough Enough?” 1 x 60min Reality Series.  Dermot O'Leary presents this series in which 
thirty contestants undergo ten days of intensive SAS training.  
BBC One 
 
“From House to Home” 1 x 30min. Factual Entertainment Series.  Property developer Sarah Beeny, 
interior designer Oliver Heath and garden designer Andy Sturgeon transform a typical house from an 
empty shell into a beautiful family home over 8 weeks, giving a step-by-step guide to interior design 
as they go.   
RDF for Channel 4 
 
“Gordonstoun” 1 x 60 min. Observational documentary charting a year in the life on Gordonstoun 
Public School. 
ITN Productions for Sky One 
 
“Malaysia 370: The Plane That Vanished” 1 x 60min Documentary. How in this day and age can a 
commercial airliner and its 239 passengers just vanish? Are modern aircraft not equipped with 
cutting-edge communications technology, tracking and recording every minute detail of a flight's 
progress? This fast turnaround documentary uses the disappearance of Flight 370 to examine the 
inner workings of the aircraft.  
ITV for Smithsonian Channel 
 
“Tonight: Tornados - Deadly Force” 1 x 30min Current Affairs. Tonight looks at the sheer power of 
tornadoes, like the one that ripped through the suburbs of Oklahoma City, killing at least 24 people 
and injuring over 200.  
ITN for ITV One 
 
 
 
 
 



“High School Moms” 2 x 60min Documentary. Series following the real-life drama at a Colorado high 
school devoted exclusively to pregnant girls and teen moms. With nursing facilities and a day care 
centre in the building, these girls are given every opportunity to continue their education while 
tackling the tasks of caring for a baby. Every day brings new challenges to the school’s dedicated 
teachers and students, as the girls try to balance schoolwork, sonograms, diapers and dreams of a 
bright future.  
Rize USA for Discovery US 
 
“Tonight: Because We’re Worth It!” 1 x 30min Current Affairs.  With the average FTSE 100 chief 
executive earning over £5 million a year, Lord Sugar and EasyJet's Sir Stelios help ITV News Business 
Editor Laura Kuenssberg investigate why top pay continues to rise, while many of us struggle.  
ITN for ITV One 
 
“Tonight: ‘Bin Laden” 1 x 30min Documentary.  Mark Austin tells the story of this century's most 
wanted man Osama bin Laden in the wake of his death.  
ITN for ITV One 
 
“Super Vets” 2 x 30min. Documentary series following the vets at the Royal Veterinary College as they 
treat a variety of animals with different problems.  
BBC for BBC Two 
 
“Warzone” 2 x 60min. Observational Documentary. Documentary series following the lives of British 
servicemen and women at Kandahar Airbase. 
ITV for Five 
 
“Crimewatch” VT Inserts - Drama Reconstruction. Crime prevention series encouraging the public to 
help solve outstanding cases.  
BBC for BBC One 
 
“He Says, She Says” 2 x 30min Comedy Documentary.  An amusing look at the differences between 
men and women including interviews with various celebrities.  
Liberty Bell for BBC Two 
 
“Discovering Egypt” 1 x 60min Interactive Drama  
BBC 
 
“Europe’s Richest People” 1 x 60min Documentary.  An exclusive look into the lives of multi-
millionaires and billionaires. Private jets, fast cars and yachts are just some of the assets on display. 
How did they get there and what makes them tick?   
ITN Factual for Discovery 
 
“Airport” 1 x 30min. Observational Documentary Series.  Long running fly-on-the-wall series following 
a handful of passengers and staff based at Heathrow airport.  
BBC Two 
 
“Grown Up Gappers” 1 x 45min documentary in a series following eight over-35s who have decided 
to leave their lives behind to explore the world.  
BBC Two 


